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Model Order Reduction for Linear Time-invariant System
with Symmetric Positive Definite Matrices:

Synthesis of Cauer-equivalent Circuit

Shingo Hiruma12, and Hajime Igarashi1, IEEE Member

1Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Hokkaido University, Hokkaido 060-0814, Japan
2Research Fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS), Tokyo 102-0083, Japan

This paper introduces a new model order reduction method for a linear time-invariant system with symmetric positive definite
matrices. The proposed method allows the construction of a reduced model, represented by a Cauer-equivalent circuit, from the
original system. The method is developed by extending the Cauer ladder network method for the quasi-static Maxwell’s equations,
which is shown to be regarded as the Lanczos algorithm with respect to a self-adjoint matrix. As a numerical example, a Cauer-
equivalent circuit is generated from a simple mathematical model as well as the finite element (FE) model of a magnetic reactor
that is driven by a pulse width modulation voltage wave. The instantaneous power obtained from the circuit analysis is shown to
be in good agreement with that obtained from the original FE model.

Index Terms—continued fraction, Krylov subspace methods, Lanczos algorithm, Padé approximation, self-adjoint matrix, transfer
function

I. INTRODUCTION

The finite element method (FEM) has been widely used
for the analysis of electric machines and devices such as
electric motors, inductors, and transformers. In recent years,
it has become more important to evaluate the eddy current
losses using FEM because the switching frequency of power
electronics circuits has increased [1]. However, FE analysis is
frequently extremely time-consuming to use for the optimal
design of electric apparatuses for which the analysis is per-
formed for different design parameters and different driving
methods numerous times. Therefore, equivalent circuits are
regularly adopted for the design of electric apparatuses as well
as driving systems. However, using equivalent circuits it is
difficult to know how the changes in the geometry and material
property affect the machine performance. Moreover, it is also
not easy to accurately evaluate the eddy current losses using
this classical approach. Thus, a reduction in the computational
cost of FEM is required.

An efficient approach to reduce the computational cost
of FE analysis is to use the model order reduction (MOR)
method, which generates a reduced model of a high-
dimensional system. There have been many studies on
the MOR methods that are based on the proper orthogo-
nal decomposition (POD)[2][3][4][5] and Krylov subspace
methods[6][7][8][9]. The Padé via Lanczos (PVL) approxi-
mation [6] is one of the Krylov subspace methods that reduce
a given transfer function to a rational function. By applying
the PVL approximation to a linear dynamical system, we
can obtain from an original system a partial fraction that
is equivalent to a Foster circuit, which can be conveniently
analyzed by circuit simulators such as SPICE.

A limitation in applying the PVL approximation to the

Manuscript received December 1, 2012; revised December 27, 2012.
Corresponding author: Shingo Hiruma (email: hiruma@em.ist.hokudai.ac.jp).

analysis of electric apparatuses is that it is difficult to represent
a nonlinear saturation property of a magnetic core using the
resulting Foster circuit. To overcome this problem, Sato and
Igarashi[9][10] proposed a method in which nonlinearity was
introduced in a Cauer circuit that was converted from the
Foster circuit by the Euclidean algorithm. In this method, a
pre-computed current-flux characteristic was embedded in the
inductor in the first stage of the Cauer circuit to represent the
nonlinearity due to the magnetic saturation.

Recently, Kameari et al. proposed a method to obtain a
Cauer circuit from quasi-static Maxwell’s equations, which
was referred to as the Cauer ladder network (CLN)[11]. In
contrast to the methods based on the PVL approximation,
the CLN method can generate Cauer circuits directly from
Maxwell’s equations without the Euclidean algorithm. How-
ever, it has been difficult to apply CLN to systems that
are not governed by the quasi-static Maxwell’s equations. In
addition, the relationship between the PVL and CLN methods
has been unclear partially because the latter is formulated in
a continuous system whereas the former is formulated in a
discrete system.

In this paper, we show that the CLN method can be regarded
as the Lanczos algorithm with respect to a self-adjoint matrix.
Based on this fact and extending the CLN method, we propose
a new method for model order reduction. The proposed method
can be applied not only to discrete quasi-static Maxwell’s
equations but also to general discrete systems with a positive
definite symmetric matrix.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we for-
mulate the CLN method and its discrete version. We discuss
the relation between the discrete version of the CLN method
and Lanczos algorithm. In section III, we introduce a new
method to obtain the continued fraction expansion of a given
transfer function. In section IV, the proposed method is
verified by applying it to a simple mathematical problem
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as well as a magnetic reactor model. Finally, the paper is
concluded in section V with a concise summary of the study
and perspectives for future work.

II. CLN METHOD

The CLN method is derived under the assumption that a
Cauer circuit is constructed by the expansion of the quasi-
static electromagnetic field in terms of orthogonal functions.
This assumption is based on the analysis of a one-dimensional
(1D) magnetic steel sheet. The quasi-static electromagnetic
field in a magnetic steel sheet can be represented by the
linear combination of Legendre polynomials. It is known that
the norms of Legendre polynomials correspond to the circuit
parameters in a Cauer circuit[12]. In addition, the expansion
coefficients of the magnetic and electric fields correspond
to the currents and voltages in a Cauer circuit, respectively.
Thus, the coefficients satisfy the Kirchhoff voltage law (KVL)
and Kirchhoff current law (KCL). Kameari et al. developed
the CLN method assuming that this fact holds also in three-
dimensional (3D) quasi-static Maxwell’s equations.

In this section, after we provide a summary of the CLN
method, we formulate the discrete version of the CLN method,
which makes it easier to consider the relation with the Lanczos
algorithm.

A. introduction of CLN method

Let Ω be the analysis domain bounded by Γ = ∂Ω, as
shown in Fig.1. Boundary Γ includes Γin and Γout through
which the external current flows into and out of the domain,
respectively. We consider the electromagnetic fields in Ω to
be governed by quasi-static Maxwell’s equations

∇×H(t,x) = σE(t,x), (1a)

∇×E(t,x) = −∂B(t,x)

∂t
(1b)

where H(t,x), B(t,x), E(t,x), and σ represent the mag-
netic field, magnetic flux density, electric field, and conduc-
tivity, respectively.

Fig. 1. Analysis domain and external power supply

To obtain a Cauer circuit as shown in Fig.2, H(t,x) and
E(t,x) are supposed to be written as

H(t,x) =

∞∑
n=0

hn(t)Hn(x), (2a)

E(t,x) =

∞∑
n=0

en(t)En(x), (2b)

𝑅 𝑅 𝑅 𝑅

𝑠𝐿 𝑠𝐿 𝑠𝐿…
+    𝑒    − +    𝑒    − +    𝑒    − +    𝑒    −

ℎ ℎ ℎ …

𝑖

𝑣

Fig. 2. Cauer circuit

where hn(t), en(t), and Hn(x), En(x) are the functions
of time t and position x, respectively. With reference to
the analysis of a 1D magnetic steel sheet, it is assumed
heuristically that the coefficients satisfy KVL and KCL of the
Cauer circuit, which are given by

−L1
dh1

dt
= e0 − v, −L2n+1

dhn
dt

+ L2n−1
dhn−1

dt
= en,

(3a)
e0

R0
= i,

en
R2n

− en+1

R2n+2
= hn+1. (3b)

Instantaneous Joule losses P (t) and magnetic energy W (t)
are written as

2W (t) = (µH,H)Ω =

∞∑
n=0

L2n+1h
2
2n+1(t), (4a)

P (t) = (σE,E)Ω =

∞∑
n=0

e2
2n(t)

R2n
(4b)

The inner products in (4) are defined in the analysis domain
(Fig.1), and the right-hand sides are from the Cauer circuit
(Fig.2). The equations (4) are required to hold the energy
conservation law. From (2), (4), it is concluded that Hn(x),
En(x) must satisfy the orthogonality:

(Hm, µHn)Ω =

∫
Ω

Hm · µHndΩ = L2n+1δmn, (5a)

(Em, σEn)Ω =

∫
Ω

Em · σEndΩ =
1

R2n
δmn, (5b)

where µ denotes the permeability and δmn denotes the Kro-
necker delta. The orthogonal functions can be constructed
by the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization. They can also be
determined from the two-term recursion relation derived from
(1) and (3). Thus, substituting (2) into (1) and considering (3),
we obtain

∇× (Hn+1 −Hn) = ∇× H̃n+1 = R2nσEn (6a)

∇× (En −En−1) = ∇× Ẽn = − 1

L2n−1
µHn−1 (6b)

where E−1 = 0, H−1 = 0. We can obtain the orthogonal
functions by iteratively solving the two-term recursion relation.
The algorithm of the CLN is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note
that the equations in the algorithm are solved under appropriate
boundary conditions.
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Algorithm 1 Framework of the CLN
1: Find electric field E0 that satisfies ∇×E0 = 0 with 1 V

of power supply .
2: Compute R0 by (5).
3: for n=1 to q do
4: Solve ∇× H̃n = R2n−2σEn−1

5: Set Hn = Hn−1 + H̃n

6: Compute L2n−1 by (5).
7: Solve ∇× Ẽn = − 1

L2n−1
µHn

8: Set En = En−1 + Ẽn

9: Compute R2n by (5).
10: end for

B. Discrete CLN method

In this subsection, we derive the discrete CLN method
by applying FE discretization to (1). Analysis domain Ω is
subdivided into FEs. The vector potential and electric field
are discretized as

A =

ne∑
i=1

aiNi, (7a)

E =

ne∑
i=1

eiNi (7b)

where ne is the number of the edges, a = [a1 a2 · · · ane
]T ∈

Rne , and e = [e1 e2 · · · ene ]T ∈ Rne . Inserting (7) in (5)
results in

(Hm, µHn)Ω = aT
mKan = (am,an)K = L2n+1δmn, (8a)

(Em, σEn)Ω = eT
mNen = (em, en)N =

1

R2n
δmn (8b)

where Hn = 1
µ rotAn, An = Nan, En = Nen, and K ∈

Rne×ne , N ∈ Rne×ne are the FE matrices Matrices K and
N are symmetric positive definite matrices1. Brackets (·, ·)K
and (·, ·)N in (8) are known as the generalizations of the inner
product, referred to as the K and N inner product, respectively.
All the equations in Algorithm 1 are discretized by using FEM,
as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Framework of the discrete CLN
1: Find the solution of discretized Laplace equation Ge0 = b.
2: Compute R0 by (8).
3: for n=1 to q do
4: Solve Kãn = R2n−2Nen−1

5: Set an = ãn + an−1.
6: Compute L2n−1 by (8).
7: Set ẽn = − 1

L2n−1
an

8: Set en = en−1 + ẽn.
9: Compute R2n by (8).

10: end for

We can derive a two-term recursion relation similar to (6);
the equations in steps 5 and 8 in Algorithm 2 can be written

1It is assumed here that the redundant unknowns are eliminated for K
and the air region has a low conductivity for N. It is, however, numerically
confirmed that the algorithm works well even if these assumptions are relaxed.

as

an = an−1 −R2n−2Aen−1, (9a)

en = en−1 −
1

L2n−1
an. (9b)

where A = −K−1N. We can find that vectors an and en are
the orthogonal bases of the Krylov subspace, i.e.,

an ∈ Kn(A, e0), (10a)
en ∈ Kn(A, e0) (10b)

where Kn(A, e0) = span(e0,Ae0, · · · ,An−1e0). We can
derive a three-term recursion relation from (9) as follows:

A
( n−1∑
i=0

1

L2i−1
ai

)
=

1

R2n−2
(an − an−1). (11)

By subtracting (11) for n+ 1 from that for n results in

Aan =
L2n−1

R2n
an+1 − L2n−1

( 1

R2n
+

1

R2n−2

)
an

+
L2n−1

R2n−2
an−1 (12)

Similarly, we obtain

Aen =
L2n+1

R2n
en+1−

1

R2n
(L2n+1+L2n−1)en+

L2n−1

R2n
en−1.

(13)

C. Relation to Lanczos algorithm

In this subsection, we introduce a self-adjoint matrix and
discuss its properties. Let A ∈ RN×N , and G ∈ RN×N be
a symmetric positive definite matrix. Matrix A# ∈ RN×N is
referred to as the G adjoint matrix when the following relation
holds:

(x,Ay)G = (A#x,y)G ∀ x,y ∈ RN . (14)

In particular, if A = A#, A is referred to as the G self-
adjoint matrix. The definition of the G self-adjoint matrix is a
natural extension of a symmetric matrix because A becomes
symmetric if G = I, where I is a unit matrix. As is the case of
a symmetric matrix, a three-term recursion relation is derived
as shown in the following proposition: Let G ∈ RN×N be
a symmetric positive definite matrix, and A ∈ RN×N be a
G self-adjoint matrix. Let u0 ∈ RN be an arbitrary non-
zero vector. If vectors uk ∈ Kk(A,u0) (k = 0, 1, · · · , k̂)
are orthogonal with respect to the G inner product

(ui,uj)G = κiδij , (15)

and uk 6= 0, there exist ζk, ηk, and ξk ∈ R that satisfy the
three-term recursion

Auk = ζkuk+1 + ηkuk + ξkuk−1 (16)

where u0 = 1, u−1 = 0. This three-term recursion is a
generalization of the form appearing in the Lanczos algorithm
[13] [14]. The following well-known lemma help us link the
discrete CLN method to the Lanczos algorithm with respect
to a self-adjoint matrix. Let K, N ∈ RN×N be symmetric
positive definite matrices and A = −K−1N. Then A is a K
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self-adjoint matrix as well as an N self-adjoint matrix. We
can see that the three-term recursions (12), (13) correspond
to those in the proposition II-C. It is concluded from this
fact that the discrete CLN algorithm can be regarded as the
Lanczos algorithm with respect to a self-adjoint matrix. The
above conclusion suggests that we can extend the discrete
CLN method to general discrete systems with symmetric
positive definite matrices. It also inferred that the discrete
CLN method can be linked to the PVL approximation because
both are based on the Lanczos algorithm. In the following
section, we propose a new method of MOR that allows the
computation of a continued fraction expansion of a transfer
function for a given discrete system by extending the discrete
CLN algorithm. Thus, any discrete system with symmetric
positive definite matrices can be represented by a Cauer circuit
because the impedance and admittance of the Cauer circuit are
written as continued fraction.

III. FORMULATION

In this section, we consider a single-input single-output
(SISO) linear time-invariant system that satisfies

(K + sN)x = bu(s), (17a)

y(s) = bTx (17b)

where K,N ∈ RN×N are symmetric positive definite matrices,
b ∈ RN is an arbitrary non-zero vector, x ∈ CN , and s ∈ C.
From (17), we obtain

H(s) =
y(s)

u(s)

= bT(K + sN)−1b

= lT(I− sA)−1r (18)

where l = b, r = K−1b, A = −K−1N.

A. Computation of orthogonal basis

We propose here Algorithm 3 for a system (17) that is an
extension of Algorithm 2. Thus, Algorithm 3 can be applied
to not only the FE matrix for quasi-static Maxwell’s equation
but also to general systems represented by (17).

Vectors un and vn computed from Algorithm 3 are orthog-
onal with respect to the K and N inner products, respectively.
They can be written as

(ui,uj)K = κ2iδij , (19a)
(vi,vj)N = κ2i−1δij (19b)

where δij is the Kronecker delta. Since we assume that
matrices K, N are the positive definite matrices, the obtained
values κn are all positive. From this fact, we can conclude
that the obtained Cauer circuit is stable and passive.

B. Continued fraction expansion

In this subsection, we show that coefficients κn in (19)
correspond to the terms of the continued fraction expansion

Algorithm 3 Framework of the proposed algorithm
1: Set u0 = r = K−1b, u−1 = 0, v0 = 0.
2: Compute κ0 by (19).
3: for n=1 to q do
4: Set vn = vn−1 − 1

κ2n−2
un−1.

5: Compute κ2n−1 by (19).
6: Set un = un−1 − 1

κ2n−1
Avn.

7: Compute κ2n by (19).
8: end for

of a transfer function (18). Let us consider the Taylor series
expansion of (18) given by

H(s) =

∞∑
i=0

mis
i (20)

where mi = lTAir are referred to as the moments. The
moments are computed by the orthogonal vectors obtained
from Algorithm 3. From Algorithm 3, we have

Aun =κ2nκ2n+1un+1

− κ2n(κ2n+1 + κ2n−1)un + κ2nκ2n−1un−1 (21)

where n = 0, 1, · · · , q − 1. It can be written in a matrix form
as

AU = UTq + κ2q−2κ2q−1uqe
T
q (22)

where eq = [0 0 · · · 0 1]T ∈ Rq , U = [u0 u1 · · · uq−1] ∈
RN×q , and Tq ∈ Rq×q is a tridiagonal matrix defined as

Tq =



−κ0κ1 κ1κ2 · · · 0
κ0κ1 −κ2(κ1 + κ3)

0 κ2κ3
. . .

...
. . . . . .

κ2q−2κ2q−3

0 −κ2q−2(κ2q−3 + κ2q−1)


.

(23)

Using (19), (22), it can be shown that

TT
q = DeTqD

−1
e (24)

where De = UTKU = diag[κ0 κ2 · · · κ2q−2] ∈ Rq×q . We
can also derive the formulas given by

Air = Aiu0 = AiUe1 = UTiqe1 (0 ≤ i ≤ q − 1), (25a)

lTAi = lTK−1KA
i

= rTKAi

= −uT
0 (Ai−1)TN = uT

0 (Ai)TK

= eT
1 (AiU)TK = eT

1 DeT
i
qD
−1
e UTK

= κ0e
T
1 TiqD

−1
e UTK (0 ≤ i ≤ q − 1) (25b)

where e1 = [1 0 0 · · · 0]T ∈ Rq . Using (25), moments
mi (i = 0, 1, · · · , 2q − 2) are expressed as

mi = κ0e
T
1 TiqD

−1
e UTKUTiqe1

= κ0e
T
1 TiqD

−1
e DeT

i
qe1

= κ0e
T
1 Tiqe1. (26)
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Also we have the same result for i = 2q − 1 = q − 1 + q as
follows:

m2q−1 = κ0e
T
1 Tq−1

q D−1
e UTK(UTqqe1 + cuq)

= κ0e
T
1 T2q−1

q e1 + cκ0e
T
1 Tq−1

q D−1
e UTKuq

= κ0e
T
1 T2q−1

q e1 (27)

where c is a constant. The second term of the second in the
third line vanishes because it holds that (uq,ui)K = 0, i =
0, 1, · · · , q − 1. Therefore, we have

H(s) ≈ κ0

2q−1∑
i=0

eT
1 Tiqe1s

i

= κ0e
T
1 (I− sTq)−1e1s

i. (28)

In the PVL approximation, the approximated transfer function
(28) is expanded to a partial fraction by the eigenvalue decom-
position of Tq[6]. In the proposed method, the transfer function
is represented by a continued fraction without eigenvalue
decomposition. We can easily show that

Tq = −STDoSDe (29)

where Do = VTNV = diag[κ1 κ3 · · · κ2q−1] ∈ Rq×q , V =
[v1 v2 · · · vq] ∈ RN×q , and S ∈ Rq×q denotes

S =


1 −1 0 · · · 0
0 1 −1 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0

...
. . .

0 0 0 · · · 1

 . (30)

Substituting Tq in (28) results in

Hq(s) = κ0e
T
1 (I + sSTDoSDe)

−1e1

= κ0e
T
1 D−1

e (D−1
e + sSTDoS)−1e1

= eT
1 (D−1

e + sSTDoS)−1e. (31)

It is found that (31) is equivalent to the transfer function of
the reduced system given by

(D−1
e + sSTDoS)x = e1Vin, (32a)

Iout = eT
1 x = x0 (32b)

where the second term of the left-hand side of (32a) can be
written as

STDoS =


κ1 −κ1

−κ1 κ1 + κ3
. . .

. . . . . . −κ2q−3

−κ2q−3 κ2q−3 + κ2q−1

 .
(33)

Now, it is found that the system (32) is equal to the KVL
equation of the Cauer circuit that is shown in Fig. 3. Because
the transfer function of the system (32) is equal to the

admittance of the Cauer circuit, it can be written as

Hq(s) =
Iout
Vin

=
1

1
κ0

+
1

1
sκ1

+
1

1
κ2

+

. . .

1
κ2q−2

+
1
1

sκ2q−1

=
[
0; 1

κ0
, 1
sκ1

, 1
κ2
, · · · , 1

sκ2q−1

]
. (34)

It is concluded from the above discussion that the continued
fraction expansion of the transfer function is directly obtained
from the proposed algorithm.

1

��

1

��

������

1

�����

��	


��

���
…

�� �� ����
���

Fig. 3. Circuit representation of the reduced system obtained from the transfer
function

IV. NUMERICAL RESULT

In this section, we consider numerical examples to test the
validity of the proposed method.

A. Two-dimensional system

First, we consider a simple system governed by

(G + sC)x = bu (35a)

y = bTx (35b)

where u and y are the input and output, respectively, and

G =

[
2 0
0 1

]
, C =

[
8 2
2 5

]
,

b =

[
1
2

]
.

A = −G−1C is given by

A =

[
−4 −1
−2 −5

]
. (36)
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Note that A is not symmetric, whereas G and C are self-adjoint
matrices. The transfer function is analytically given by

H(s) = bT(G + sC)−1b

=
[
1 2

] [2 + 8s 2s
2s 1 + 5s

]−1 [
1
2

]
=

1

36s2 + 18s+ 2

[
1 2

] [1 + 5s −2s
−2s 2 + 8s

] [
1
2

]
=

29s+ 9

10s2 + 12s+ 2
=
[
0; 2

9 ,
81

104s ,
2704
225 ,

25
936s

]
. (37)

The continued fraction in the last line is obtained using the
Euclidean algorithm. By applying Algorithm 3 to (35), the
orthogonal basis and constants κn are obtained as follows:

u0 = G−1b =

[
1
2 0
0 1

] [
1
2

]
=

[
1
2
2

]
κ0 = (u0,u0)G =

[
1
2 2

] [2 0
0 1

] [
1
2
2

]
=

9

2

v1 = − 1

κ0
u0 = −2

9

[
1
2
2

]
=

[
− 1

9
− 4

9

]
κ1 = (v1,v1)C =

[
− 1

9 − 4
9

] [8 2
2 5

] [
− 1

9
− 4

9

]
=

104

81

u1 = u0 −
1

κ1
Av1 =

[
1
2
2

]
− 104

81

[
−4 −1
−2 −5

] [
− 1

9
− 4

9

]
=

[
− 5

26
− 5

52

]
κ2 = (u1,u1)G =

[
− 5

26 − 5
52

] [2 0
0 1

] [
− 5

26
− 5

52

]
=

225

2704

v2 = v1 −
1

κ2
u1 =

[
− 1

9
− 4

9

]
− 2704

225

[
− 5

26
− 5

52

]
=

[
11
5
− 8

5

]
κ3 = (v2,v2)C =

[
11
5 − 8

5

] [8 2
2 5

] [
11
5
− 8

5

]
=

936

25

From this result, we confirm that each term in the continued
fraction expansion of the transfer function is obtained by the
proposed algorithm.

B. Application to reactor model

1) Reactor model and formulation
As the second numerical example, we consider a magnetic

reactor widely used in power electric circuits. For simplicity,
the magnetic reactor is assumed to be axisymmetric, as shown
Fig.4, whereas the proposed method can be applied to 3D
problems in principle. When using a mesh with 166681 ele-
ments and 83491 nodes, the FE analysis of the time response
of this magnetic reactor excited by a pulse width modulation
(PWM) requires approximately 30 h when using Intel(R) Core
i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60 GHz, RAM 8.00 GB.

The CLN method is based on the structure of quasi-
static Maxwell’s equations, whereas the proposed method is
formulated starting from the system in (17). When we analyze
the magnetic reactor using the A− φ method, it is found that
the FE equations are expressed in the form of (17). Therefore,
we choose this model for the numerical example.

�

�

�

�

magnetic material: �� = 2500, linear

cupper: �� = 1,  = 5.76 × 10� S/m

Fig. 4. Axisymmetric reactor

The magnetic reactor is assumed to be composed of a
magnetic material with a constant permeability and coil wind-
ing. Relative permeability µr of the magnetic material is set
as 2500. Radius of the wire a is 1.75 × 10−4 m and its
conductivity σ is 5.76 × 107 S/m. The governing equations
are given by

∇× (ν∇×A) + jωσ(A +∇φ) = Jext, (38a)
jω∇ · (A +∇φ) = 0 (38b)

where ν, ω, and Jext are the reciprocal of the magnetic perme-
ability, angular frequency, and current density of the external
current density, respectively. The equations are considered in
the (r, z, θ) cylindrical coordinate system. Equation (38b) is
the current constraint condition over the wire cross-sections.
Note that potential φ, which is constant in each wire cross-
section, can take different values φk : k = 1, 2, · · · ,m, where
m is the number of turns. The boundary condition is given by

µH · n = 0 on Γn. (39)

In the FE formulation, the unknowns are discretized into

A =

n∑
i=0

AiNieθ, (40a)

φ = Nθ∆Vk =
θ

2π
∆Vk in Sk (k = 1, 2, · · · ,m) (40b)

where Ni is the node interpolation function defined in the
elements, eθ is the unit vector in θ-direction, Sk is the cross-
section of the k-th wire, Nθ is the interpolation function to
represent the voltage drop along the wires, and ∆Vk is the
voltage drop from θ = 0 to 2π. Thus, the number of unknowns
are n+m, where n is the number of nodes.

The governing equations are discretized into a linear alge-
braic equation by FEM as follows:([ K Onm

Omn Onn

]
+ s

[
N D

DT E

]) [ a
∆V

]
=

[
b
0

]
i (41)

where K,N ∈ Rn×n, D ∈ Rn×m, E ∈ Rm×m, and b ∈ Rn
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are given by

Kij =

∫
Ω

∇×Nieθ · ν∇×NjeθdΩ, (42a)

Nij =

∫
Ω

σNiei ·NjeθdΩ, (42b)

Dik =

∫
Sk

σNieθ · ∇NθdΩ, (42c)

Ekk =

∫
Sk

σ∇Nk · ∇NkdΩ, (42d)

bi =

∫
Ω

Nieθ · jdΩ (42e)

where j is the current density when there is a unit current flow
in the wire and i is the input current. The voltage between the
wire terminals can be written as

v = s

∫
Ω

A · jdΩ +RDCi = sbTa +RDCi

= s
[
bT 0

] [ a
∆V

]
+RDCi (43)

where RDC represents the DC resistance of the winding. Thus,
the transfer function of this system can be expressed as

H(s) =
v

i

= s
[
bT 0

] ( [ K Onm

Omn Onn

]
+ s

[
N D

DT E

])−1
[

a
∆V

]
+RDC . (44)

The transfer function cannot be computed by the proposed
method because the first matrix is not invertible. To avoid this
problem, voltage drops ∆V are eliminated from (41). Inserting
∆V = −E−1DTa in (41a) results in(

K + s(N−DE−1DT)
)
a = bi. (45)

The transfer function is now re-written as

H(s) =
v

i
= sbT

(
K + s(N−DE−1DT)

)−1

b +RDC . (46)

The proposed method can be applied to this transfer function
because K is invertible. The equivalent Cauer circuit of the
transfer function is shown in Fig. 5. Note that we do not have
to compute DE−1DT, which is a dense matrix, because only
the matrix-vector product is required in the proposed method.





ଵ ଷ ଶିଵ

ଶ ଶିଶ…

Fig. 5. Cauer circuit obtained from the FE equation of the axisymmetric
reactor

2) Numerical result
Circuit constants κn of the Cauer circuit obtained by the

proposed method are summarized in Table. I. The frequency
characteristics of the reactor are computed by FEM and the
obtained equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig.6. To evaluate
the dependence on the number of stages, stage number q is
increased from 2 to 4. The left figure is the characteristic of the
real part of the impedance, which represents the AC resistance,
whereas the right is the imaginary part, which represents the
stored magnetic energy. We can see that the results obtained
by using the equivalent circuit are in good agreement with
those yielded by FEM, particularly when q ≥ 4.

It takes only 49 s to construct a five-stage Cauer circuit that
is obtained by truncating Algorithm 3 at q = 4. While the
conventional FEM needs solving the FE equation numerous
times to obtain the time response, we can rapidly obtain the
time response to solve the circuit equation of the obtained
Cauer circuit because the dimension of the circuit equation is
much smaller than that of the FE equation.

TABLE I
CIRCUIT CONSTANTS OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSED METHOD

n κ2n κ2n+1

0 5.02× 10−3 2.27× 10−6

1 1.97× 10−1 1.02× 10−7

2 1.82× 100 8.43× 10−8

3 2.01× 100 3.04× 10−8

4 7.05× 100 1.84× 10−4
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Fig. 6. Frequency characteristics of the impedance

Then, we performed the time domain analysis of the ob-
tained Cauer circuit excited by a 200 kHz PWM, which is
shown in Fig.7. In the time domain analysis, the stage number
is fixed to q = 4. The waveforms of the current and Joule
losses are plotted in Figs.8 and 9, respectively. The results
obtained from FEM and the zero-th order circuit are also
plotted in the figures. The impedance of the zero-th order
circuit is sκ0 + RDC , in which the eddy currents are not
considered. We can see that the current waveforms cannot
be distinguished from each other, whereas the Joule losses
obtained by zero-th order circuit is different from the others
because of the eddy current effects. We can also see that the
waveform of the Joule losses obtained by the Cauer circuit is
in good agreement with that obtained by FEM. We conclude
from these results that the eddy current effects are accurately
evaluated by the Cauer circuit.

Note that it takes approximately 2.2 s to obtain the time
response by the Cauer circuit, whereas it takes approximately
30 h to do so by FEM. In addition, the Cauer circuit can
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simulate eddy current losses comparable to those obtained by
FEM.
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Fig. 7. Waveform of the PWM excitation
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a new algorithm to
generate a reduced model of a linear time-invariant system
with symmetric positive definite matrices. The reduced model
is represented by a Cauer circuit because the transfer function
of the original system is approximated to a rational function
that has the form of a continued fraction. The algorithm can be
seen as an extension of the discrete CLN algorithm because its
application is not limited to systems governed by quasi-static
Maxwell’s equations. The validity of the proposed method is
shown considering a simple mathematical problem. Moreover,
the eddy current effects in a magnetic reactor are shown to
be accurately evaluated by the resultant Cauer circuit. We
have restricted ourselves to problems with constant material
property in this paper. However, we expect that the proposed
method can also be applied to parametrized problems in which,
e.g., permeability is a function of frequency.

In the future work, we will discuss the theoretical reason
behind being able to obtain the continued fraction representa-
tion of a given transfer function. We will reveal the relation
between the proposed method and orthogonal polynomials,

and we will also extend the proposed method to a more general
linear time-invariant system.
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